
 

 

Goitse 1 - 12h22 - 11/10/2018 - At 11’ 

1 Smiley res yah I’m right next to the res though so (.) my [room is right next to the res 

2 Researcher [oh↑ alright okay so you’re actually::: (….) part of [the […] kind of octopus 

that’s ↑pretty cool 

3 Smiley [yeah @@@ ∙hh but it sucks though cause like I can’t downlo::ad anythi:::ng 

like you can’t download so:::ngs (…) and Netflix doesn’t work until after 

ni:::ne (…) °so (..) mmhm 

4 Researcher alright okay  

5 Smiley mmhm 

6 Researcher >but do you have a Nestflic< Netflix account↑ 

7 Smiley ↑yah I do but it only works after nine >because of the […] wifi<  

8 (0.5)  

9 Researcher because it’s ↓slow 

10 Smiley ↑no because (..) […] only allows people to watch Netflix after nine itfff it’s 

[strange 

11 Sunflower [@@ 

12 Researcher [are you serious 

13 Smiley yeah  ∙hh I think so @ 

14 Goitse wow 

15 Researcher [oh wow now this is  

16 Smiley [it feels really planned this thing @@ 

17 Researcher oh they’ve o- oh they ohp there’s (..) permissions 

18 Goite [yeah 

19 Smiley [yeah:: 

20 Researcher which open up 

21 (0.8)  

22 Smiley yup 

23 Researcher [from certain times 

24 Smiley [even showbi:::z or >anything anything you want to watch< that’s online  

25 Goitse yeah 

26 Smiley after nine 

27 Sunflower so they’re like hey man you need to study 

28 Goitse yeah 

29 Smiley mhmm mhmm 

30 Sunflower [you need to study before you can do anything else @@ 

31 Smiley [↑yeah@@ 

32 Goitse [yeah meh (…) it’s like ↓okay you can take your bre:ak [now @@ 

33 Sunflower [but on weekends it’s (..) on the whole day like whenever (.) [you can watch it 

at  

34 Smiley [see↑ (…) they thought about this 



 

 

35 Researcher [↑alright okay so ↑this is really interesting [hey this is actually ↓really 

interesting so it’s actually (….) yah hey 

36 Smiley [°they thought about it (….) yeah it’s pretty cool 

37 Sunflower [they thought about it 

38 Goitse mh yeah 

39 Smiley >like everybody even if you’re not in […] everybody has< a u(h) […] password 

[somebody::::  

40 Goitse [no::: yeah 

41 Smiley >people like who don’t even have< like […] things there hh ∙hh they go >to 

somebody like please give me your< [password dude like I just actually want 

to use wifi and stuff hh ∙hh 

42 Goitse [yeah yeah 

43 Smiley >so I don’t know how many people have my password I feel it’s like it’s just 

like< five or something @@ 

44 Sunflower and 

Goitse 

@@ 

45 Researcher oh fffffor now↑ ffor:: 

46 Smiley for the wifi ↓there (..) >cause there’s a certain area like when you get in to 

the gate there’s a certain area::hh at […] where the wifi’s like seriously strong 

hh ∙hh 

47 Researcher oh right 

48 Smiley so everybody (.) just goes there to download everything and you wonder 

>but you’re not even in […]< like how do you even connect to this >and 

you’re like< ↑okay °friends with friends and other people 

49 Researcher oh […] oh 

50 Smiley ↓yeah::: 

51 Researcher  this is awesome  

52 Goitse @@ 

53 Researcher you should take some pictures you can’t like you can’t 

54 Smiley I’ll take pictures like when I get- ↑because there’s like always people 

standing at that place when I’m [there 

55 Goitse [there’s always 

56 Researcher [oh how’s to  

57 Smiley [even the security guard the security guard knows somebody’s details and 

then you >go to the security guard like I need to connect to the wifi< 

58 Goitse [yeah 

59 Smiley [hh ∙hh and they give you somebody else’s details that (.) they (.) don’t even 

(.) [know @ 

60 Sunflower [know@@ they’re trying to help everyone out it’s like hey man (.) we’re in 

the struggle [together 



 

 

61 Researcher [I love this hey this is so interesting because I knew [Goitse, Sunflower and 

Smiley @@@] you know this is why I had to get you together you know for a 

talk 

62 Goitse yeah yeah 

63 Smiley @@ 

64 Researcher but then hold on then so::↑ what you’re saying is that these are people who 

like just arbitrarily they’re not even students [they’re just like hanging around 

[…] 

65 Smiley [they’re not even students mhmm (..) or they just live at […] and work 

somewhere:: else:: but they’re not a […] student (..) [they’re not 

66 Researcher [but they want to download (.) like 

67 Smiley yah::: and they have somebody’s details: 

68 (0.8)  

69 Researcher and what do you think they’re downloading 

70 Smiley they downloading their all like they’re wifiing they (.) Instagram YouTube like 

>you can’t download anything with […] wifi but you can do everything else< 

like [stream or 

71 Goitse [yeah (.) like mainly YouTube [like 

72 Smiley [mainly YouTube 

73 Goitse [I know a lot of YouTube has been watched like that 

74 Smiley yeah 

75 Goitse yeah that’s the new form of education like YouTube and stuff yeah 

76 Research well like I mean honestly like in all of the participants for this research (.) 

everyone has got a tab with a YouTube  

77 Goitse yeah 

78 Researcher like you like like [you  

79 Smiley [I’m always on YouTube there’s always YouTube especially during study 

sessions 

80 Goitse [like most definitely 

81 Researcher [you know like the Cassper like the Cassper Nyo- Nyovest  

82 Smiley [yeah 

83 Sunflower I’m always [listening to music on YouTube 

84 Goitse [and like YouTube is mainly for music  

85 Sunflower yeah it’s mainly for music  

86 Researcher yeah yeah yeah  

87 Goitse like recently I found like a six-hour house jam and literally they say it’s for 

relaxing and studying  

88 Smiley mhmm mhmm 

89 Researcher [mhmm 

90 Goitse [and you just play it and that’s your study session for  

91 Researcher [ah please send me the link for that 



 

 

92 Smiley [and the YouTube channel 

93 Goitse [will do will do 

94 Smiley [yeah 

95 Goitse [it’s actually a DJ from Canada I was so:: shocked 

96 Smiley [they have great playlists 

97 Goitse [they were playing yeah South African house music I was (.) so (.) so 

impressed by that  

98 (1.4)  

99 Researcher cool 

100 Smiley it’s pretty cool 

101 Goitse yeah 

102 Smiley there’s a YouTube channel (.) Colors now (..)it’s all (.) [famous now and 

everybody just wants to watch it 

103 Goitse [ohhh it’s a  

104 Smiley so it’s like (.) music (.) it’s people (.) different artists coming and then hh ∙hh 

the theme (.) you have to dress according to the theme like you have to 

blend in to the they they give you a background like let’s say your 

background is like purple hh ∙hh and then you’ll you have to dress according 

to the background you have to blend into the background and then yah 

105 Researcher coo::l 

106 Smiley ↑so they give you a colour like purple and then (..) yah it’s cool it’s pretty 

cool 

107 Goitse [yeah yeah 

108 Sunflower [and they’ve got very great music [yeah 

109 Goitse [yeah and like it’s it’s mainly like ac- what is it like acoustics like 

110 Sunflower and 

Smiley 

[ye:::s 

111 Goitse like it’s sort of an it has a (.) acoustic vibe live band type of vibe  

112 Researcher So hold on (….) so like like it’s got a acoustic kind of vibe  

113 Goitse yeah yeah 

114 Researcher like a natural but house or::: or:: or not 

115 Goitse like u::hm (..) mainly like RnB [and soul 

116 Sunflower [yeah 

117 Smiley [yeah mainly soul:: 

118 Goitse yeah RnB Soul like you know like Trap Soul like [contemporary RnB basically 

119 Smiley [no HipHo:::p mhmm 

120 Goitse contemporary RnB 

121 Researcher and were they just getting up like singing acapela o::r 

122 Goitse yeah 

123 Smiley and they [only have two minutes all of them  

124 Goitse [uh uh uh [yeah 



 

 

125 Smiley [they just have two minutes to (.) show what they have and (.) then they’re 

done [(.) all of them 

126 Goitse [yeah >just like< >it’s like< (.) sort of like a there’s a beat like they they’ve got 

their instrumentals in the background but they’re doing their live thing 

127 Smiley mhmm 

128 Goitse bu::t (.) like <the ma::in focus of< like the main focus is actually the vocalist (..) 

singing and you know yeah  

129 Researcher sounds awesome 

130 Goitse awesome and this is live 

131 Smiley yeah 

132 Researcher and it’s like wh- a mish- there’s there’s a a uh uh episode a day↑ or 

133 (0.7)  

134 Goitse [they don’t here 

135 Smiley [I don’t know how they (.)  

136 Sunflower  [yeah I also don’t know how it works 

137 Smiley [I don’t really know how they they they upload↑ (..) ∙hh but they always find 

somebody new all the time (.) yeah 

138 Goitse like a week like every week like every week there will be something (..) uh (.) 

it’s international so like (..) it’s but I I found like there’s a lot of artists from the 

UK:: 

139 Smiley and 

Sunflower 

yeah 

140 Goitse from Europe:: you know like 

141 Smiley but there’s one South African artist that I found now 

142 Sunflower [↑really↓ who↑ 

143 Smiley [today actually I don’t remember his name but he’s from South Africa [it- oh 

okay 

144 Goitse [yeah 

145 Smiley yeah so it was quite [interesting 

146 Researcher [good (.) good and did you like it 

147 Smiley ↑uuh::::↑ okay  

148 Sunflower [@@@ 

 


